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James Bond in a Honda? Name: 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

 

______________________________,   )  Case No.  

        ) 

    Plaintiff   )  COMPLAINT 

  v.      ) 

        ) 

______________________________,   ) 

        ) 

    Defendant.   ) 

_____________________________________) 

 

Plaintiff ____________________________ brings this case under the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §§ 101 

et. seq., alleging that the defendant ______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________. 

Matching. Match these parts of the trial with their 
definitions. 
 
____ 1. Opening Statement 

____ 2. Direct Examination 

____ 3. Cross-Examination 

____ 4. Re-direct Examination 

____ 5. Closing Statement 

 
A. The lawyer who called the witness asks the witness 

the first set of questions. 

B. The lawyer sums up the evidence for the jury and 
asks the jury to rule in his or her client’s favor. 

C. The lawyer who called the witness asks the witness 
questions in order to counter the cross-examination. 

D. The lawyer tells the jury what the case is about and 
what the evidence will show. 

E. The lawyer who did not call the witness asks the 
witness questions in order to point out weaknesses 
in the witness’s testimony. 

 

Who Said That?  For each argument, 
mark M if the argument is MGM’s and H if 
the argument is Honda’s.  
 
___ The ad is just a generic action scene. 

___ The ad was poking fun at James 
Bond.   

___ The ad has the same mood as a 
James Bond film. 

___ Seeing James Bond driving a Honda 
is funny. 

___ The actors in the ad looked like 
actors from a James Bond film. 

___ The ad stole specific action 
sequences from James Bond films. 

Make the Case.  The plaintiff is the party that makes a complaint against another party, the defendant. 

Who are the plaintiff and defendant in this case?  Fill in the blanks, then start writing the complaint. 
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ACROSS 

1.  The ____ will decide whether                                                 
Honda copied James Bond. 

4.  When MGM complained about the ad,                                    
Honda changed the ____ in the ad. 

6.  Devon Dominic testified that the                                            
project was once named ____. 

7.  Hayden Hunt testified that Honda                                         
showed the ad during the ____. 

9.  Prof. Casey testified that the ad has a more ____ tone than      
James Bond movies do. 

10. Avery Adams testified that he was a James Bond _____. 

14. Prof. Casey testified that James Bond drives very _____ cars. 

17. Morgan Matsuda said he got the idea for the ad from the         

movie "_____." 

DOWN 

2.  Prof. Casey teaches a class about James Bond at the _____. 

3.  When MGM complained about the ad, Honda changed the characters' _______. 

5.  Jamie Jones testified the villain in the ad was wearing ____. 

8.  Jamie Jones testified they wanted actors like the ones in the movie "The _____." 

11. Both the ad and one of the James Bond movies have a scene where a ____ chases a car. 

12. Avery Adams testified that the villain in the ad had metal _____. 

13. The lawyer showed a transcript to Devon Dominic to refresh her ______. 

15. Jamie Jones said the ad was a ____ because it made fun of James Bond. 

16. Taylor Trent said she was a ____ of James Bond. 
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Crossword Puzzle. Use the 
trial script to find the answers 

to the clues. 


